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much has been made in recent literature
of chinese english teachers negative re-
sponse to courses in teaching methodolo-
gy foreign teacher trainers in the PRC
have noted the continuing interest among
teachers in literature rather than in
methodology and linguistics and also the
primacy attached to upgrading teachers
english language skills in teacher training
programs cowan 1979 patrie and daum
1980 mahon and grabe 1982 scovel
1983 maley 1983 oatey 1984 grabe and
mahon 1981 attempting to explain the
reluctance to study teaching methodology
cite such factors as the traditional nature of
chinas educational system the fear of
teachers that use of new methods would
not serve the examination preparation
needs of their students individual teachers
limited influence on educational policies
in terms of methods selected for actual use
in the classroom and the preference which
teachers consider their students to have for
traditional methods yet oatey 1984
points out that attitudes in china towards
methodology may be changing within
this context it is worthwhile to reexamine
the issue

an experience at hunan

the experience reported here involved
graduate students enrolled in two sections
of a masters level course in methodology
in 1986 part of a program sponsored by
queens college CUNY at hunan
university the course at hunan followed
a fairly standard design there were units

on teaching methods the four skills
grammar vocabulary pronunciation
culture testing lesson plans and ESP
the textbook celce murcia & mclntoshmcintosh
1979 was supplemented by approximately
fifteen journal articles students took three
examinations and wrote four lesson plans
with a fifth one optional the
examinations were identical in format to
those I1 have used in the US and one
which required analysis of a method to
which students had not previously been
exposed was identical in content as well

at the end of the course the students
were asked to fill out an anonymous
course evaluation form the form
contained twelve questions which were to
be answered on a scale of I11 to 5 with each
numeric value being defined for each
question these items were divided into
two types items of the first type
questions 1 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 and 12

related to course quality and in these a
rating of 5 on an interval scale represented
the most favorable response with I11

representing the least favorable items of
the second type questions 2 3 and 8

related to the quantity of various course
paraphernalia such as examinations and
other assignments and in these a rating
of 3 on a nominal scale represented the
most favorable response just right
with I11 and 5 representing the least
favorable too few or too many the
questions along with a summary of the
responses appear in table 1 As shown
the overall reaction of the students to the
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table 1 students responses to course evaluation
sample size 44 degrees of freedom 43 critical t value

QWsti011

favorable chi
response

386

414

382

795

818

010.0oi 1

scone&rsoonear value
1 the objective of this course has to acquaint you with basic

language teaching skills to what extent do you feel it has
been successful in this regard 3863.86 7.8157815

4 were lectures and discussions helpful 4.14414 9.4529452

5 were handouts helpful 4.41441 12.30612306

6 were the exams fairly designed to give you an opportunity
to demonstrate your grasp of course material 3.95395 6.8506850

7 were the exams fairly graded 3.82382 6.4756475

9 did the instructor seem knowledgeable and interested
in the material 4.57457 19.64919649

10 did the professor cover the subject matter of the course
sufficiently 3.95395 9.6959695

11 did you have enough opportunities in this course to
ask questions and confer with the professor 2.57257

2.7042704

question mean caic t

4.6004600

12 in general was your experience in this course positive
or negative 4.05405 7.5717571

conclusion
null hypothesis that response is neutral is rejected at .0101 level of significance

question percentage of caic
most favorablechi sqrsaqr

response value
2 were reading assignments aceptableacceptable 79.5795 9895498.954

3 were special projects like writing lessons plans acceptable 81.8818 107.818107818

8 were there enough or too many exams 68.1681 73.04573045
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course in methodology can be seen as
quite favorable except in the case of
question 11 which will be discussed
below

discussion and conclusions

it should be recalled that this survey
was conducted at the conclusion of the
course had students been surveyed at the
start regarding their opinions about taking
a methodology course the results could
have been quite different the first week I1

was the recipient of complaints identical
to those that have been widely reported by
others requests to teach language skills
only threats that attendance would
gradually dwindle and so on perhaps the
negative response so widely reported is
based on premature sampling it would
not be surprising to find that chinese
students like others require some time
and persuasion to appreciate the value of a
new concept

As far as the negative response to
question 11 is concerned I1 believe that it
reflects chinese students different
assumptions about the appropriate
availability of instructors during the
course four office hours for consultation
were provided weekly most american
graduate students would probably consider
this amount of office hours reasonable
other american instructors teaching these
students complained that the students
rarely made use of their office hours but
rather came to see them at home at all
hours insisting that office hours be used
for the methodology course did result in

students actually making use of them
however the perceived inconvenience was
apparently regarded unfavorably by the
students

the above analysis indicates that
oateys assertion that attitudes in china
towards courses in teaching methodology
may be changing is not overly optimistic
foreign instructors going to china to
teach can expect that even if students
initial response appears to be negative it
should be possible to give them a standard
methodology course successfully
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